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Abstract 
For each infinite ordinal less than or equal to OJ ‘2, we give a ZFC example of a 
topological space which has point-open type that ordinal. 
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Let (Y be an ordinal number, and let X be a topological space. The point-open 
game of length LY is played as follows: In the 7th inning ONE first picks a point 
xy EX; TWO then responds with an open set U, such that x, E U,. This is done 
for each y < LY. Player ONE is declared the winner of the play 
ifXLlJ y <(I U,. Otherwise, player TWO wins. Let POGJX) denote this game. 
In their paper [2], Daniels and Gruenhage introduce the point-open type of a 
topological space. The point-open type of X is the least ordinal cr such that ONE 
has a winning strategy in the game POG,(X); the symbol pot(X) denotes this 
ordinal. They use the Continuum Hypothesis to find subsets of the real line which 
has point-open type w en for each IZ. In [l], Baldwin extended this: using the 
Continuum Hypothesis, he found for each countable limit ordinal (Y a set of real 
numbers of point-open type (Y. To my knowledge it is still not known if a subset of 
the real line could have infinite successor point-open type. 
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The purpose of this paper is to show that there are (in ZFC) topological spaces 
with infinite successor point-open type. The spaces are minor modifications of a 
space of Pol (41, which was previously used by Telgarsky [S] to give a ZFC example 
of a space for which the point-open game is not determined (thus answering 
Question 2 of [31 positively). 
Theorem 1. For each infinite ordinal a Q o .2, there is a topological space with 
point-open type a. 
We give examples for the ordinals o + n, where n is a positive integer, and we 
indicate how an example for o .2 could be obtained. 
Let n be a positive integer and let N = S, U * * * US, be a partition of %J into n 
disjoint infinite sets (for n = 1, S, = N). Let A denote the set of countable limit 
ordinals. For each a E A choose a strictly increasing function 4, : w -+ a with limit 
a. For 1 <j Q n, let y: be the unique element of “‘2 which has support d,[S,]. 
Then set X, = {X E w12: support(x) is finite} and set X, = {yi: 1 Q j G n and 
a E A). The set X =X, u X, is the underlying set of points for our space. 
We describe the topology of X by giving a basis for it. For f in “‘2 and for a a 
countable ordinal, E(f, a) is the set of g in “‘2 such that g(x) = f(y) for each 
x <a. The collection 99 = {B(f, (Y) nX: f EX and a < w,} is a basis for a 
topology, T, on X. 
This then is our space. 
1. ONE has a winning strategy in POG, + .(X) 
We give a proof for the case when n = 1, leaving the transparent modification 
to take care of n > 1 to the reader. In the proof we use the fact that for each 
a E A, there are only countably many points of X with support in A: we assume 
that for each such a we have fixed an enumeration in type w of these points of X. 
We must exhibit a strategy for ONE which has the property that if 
(x,, u I,... ,xm, &,...I 
is a sequence of w moves during which ONE has used the strategy, then 
I X\(U~,, U,> I Q 1. We may assume that TWO’s moves are always of the form 
B(f, a)nx where fEX and SEA. 
Here is ONE’s strategy: In the first inning, ONE makes an arbitrary move, say 
the element of X which is equal to 0 everywhere. 
Consider the (n + 1)th inning and let (X n B(x,, a,,), .. . , X n /3(x,,, a,)) be the 
sequence of moves made so far by TWO. Without loss of generality, a,, < . . . < a,. 
Write n = 2” . (2. k + 1) for some m, k < n. Then ONE responds by choosing the 
kth point of X which has support in a,,,. 
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To see that this strategy is winning for ONE, consider the first o moves of a 
play 
(x0, Ijot...,x,, IL,...) 
during which ONE played according to this strategy. By our assumptions, U, = 
B(x,, (.u,) n X for some (Ye E A, for each k; without loss in generality we also have 
(Y,< ... <a,< .a.. 
It is clear that ONE’s strategy calls on ONE to select each point of X which has 
support in (Ye for some k. Put (Y = sup{cr k: k < w). Then TWO has covered every 
point of X whose support has bounded intersection with (Y. The only point which 
may not have been covered, is the point y:. 
2. ONE does not have a winning strategy in POG,(X) for (Y < w + II 
Again, we give the argument for w + 1 only, leaving it to the reader to make the 
minor adjustments to treat also the other cases. 
It now suffices to show that for any strategy of ONE, there is a counter-play 
(x,, U,, . . ., x,, u,,. . . ) by TWO such that I X\(U~=IUk)I z 1. Thus, let F be a 
strategy for ONE. We consider moves of TWO against this strategy of the form 
B( x, a) n X, where (Y is a limit ordinal larger than the supremum of the support of 
x. 
As noted earlier, there are for each (Y E A only countably many points of X 
which have support inside CL For fixed (Y E A, let f(a) be the least ordinal in A 
such that the support of each element of X is of the form 
F(XnB(x,, aa),...,XnB(x,, a,)) 
where each xi has support in CY, and ai < (Y, is a subset of f(a). 
Then there is a closed, unbounded subset C of A such that whenever p E C, 
then f((r> <p for each (Y < /3. 
If TWO plays against F by choosing sets of the form X n B(x, a) where (Y < p, 
then yp eB(x, (Y). 
3. TWO does not have a winning strategy in POG,(X) 
For let F be a strategy for TWO. We may assume that for each (x1,. . . , x,) 
E <OX, TWO’s response F(x,, . . . , x,> is of the form B(x,, (YJ nX for some 
(Y, > sup(support(x,)) + o; modifying TWO’s winning strategy by shrinking TWO’s 
open sets to basic ones would not adversely affect TWO’s chances of winning. We 
may further assume that (pi < . . . < a,, under these circumstances. 
Moves by ONE are uniquely determined by elements of the set [ co11 < o u I$,[ Sj]: 
a=A and 1 Gjgn}. 
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Define a function ly : A -+ A so that P(a) is the supremum of the set 
(y: (3x,,... ,~~~X)(suppo~{~,~U -.- Usuppo~~~~)~a 
and F(q,..., x,> =qx,, Y) UX}. 
By our hypotheses about F we know that ?P(a) 2 a for each a E A. Choose a 
closed unfaded set C GA such that ?P(LY) < /3 whenever a < f3 are members of 
C.Thenfixcu,<a,< -a* <cY,< * * * from C and let /3 be the supremum of this 
sequence. Then /3 is an element of C. 
We are now ready to const~ct a play during which TWO used the strategy F 
and lost. Let E-y,: n E F4 be a bijective enumeration of A n /3, and let (s,“: n E /Vi> 
enumerate [a,lcw in such a way that s,E = cy, n support@) for 1 ~j Q IZ. Let 
f : {(n + 1) - k: k E N) 4 N X N be a bijection. Also, let x,,, be the unique element 
of X with support s,“. 
ONE plays as follows against the strategy F. Fi m and let k be maximal such 
that (n + 1) - k Q m. Write m = (n f 1) - k -t j. If j = 0, ONE plays t,,, = xf((,+ r).,+ 
Else, if k = 0, ONE plays yb and if k > 0, ONE plays z, = y&. 
TWO loses the F-play (zi, F(z,), .q,, F(z,, z2) ,..., zk, F(z, ,..., zk) ,... >. For 
consider any x E X. There are two possibilities: 
Possibi~~ 1: Isupport f3 6 I < No. 
Fix m such that support(x) np tarn. Then fix k such that .rp = support(~) np 
~a,. Choose 1 such that f((n + 1) * I> = (m, k). Then let j be the largest integer 
such that there is an i Q E and there is a t such that (j, t) =f((n + 1) * i). Then 
j z 1. Then 
F(+..4(,+it.J =B(z~~+~).~, Y) nX=B(G Y) nX 
for some y c aj. Consequently, x E F(z,, . . + , z~~+~).~). 
Possibi~i~ 2: support (x 1 n j3 is ~~~~ite. 
Then x = y; for some y E A and some 1 d j d n. Since ONE plays the points y/ 
during the first n innings, we may assume that y < /3. The y = y: for some i. But 
Z(,+i),i+j =yli, and so x E f;(zi,. . . , ++1).i+$ 
This completes the proof of the theorem for 0 < n < w. For it = w we proceed in 
the same way, starting with a partition N = UE= 1 S, into infinitely many infinite 
pair-wise disjoint sets. 
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